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I 
In this paper, we give a unified treatment of the problem of approximating 
a family of elements belonging to a space of real-valued functions 
simultaneously by a single element from a specified approximating family. 
Specifically, if F denotes a uniformly bounded subset of a linear vector space 
X with norm ]I I(, and V denotes a nonempty convex subset of X, we seek an 
element uO E V, designated a best simultaneous approximation (b.s.a.), 
assuming it exists, satisfying 
For example, if X = C[a, b], the space of continuous real functions defined 
on [a, b] and endowed with the uniform norm (I] g]] = ~up~~t~,~, ] g(x)] for all 
gEC[a,bl), F= V,,f21~~ and V= P, the polynomials of degree not 
greater than some fixed integer, then we seek p,, E P such that 
max{llfr -poll, llfi -poll} = $ maxWi -PII, Vi -PIIb 
This problem has been studied in [6]. 
* The theme of this paper was first presented at the Symposium on Approximation Theory, 
University of Texas, Austin, Texas in January 1976. 
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The case of X = S[a, b], the space of bounded real functions defined on 
[a, b] and endowed with the uniform norm, F a bounded, not necessarily 
finite family in S[a, b] and V a linear subspace of C[a, b], has been studied 
in [3]. 
The problem of approximating in the sense of (1) for a general normed 
linear space X by elements of a closed convex subset, such as when convex 
side constraints are imposed on a linear approximating family, was first 
tackled in [8], by the method of subgradients. In particular, the results 
obtained there relate to when F is a compact subset of X, while it would be 
desirable to extend the setting to the less restrictive condition of F being 
uniformly bounded in norm. This we do in Sections 2 to 4 by a direct 
approach to the problem based on the Hahn-Banach theorem and 
generalizations of concepts in [3]. 
In Sections 5 and 6, respectively, we derive from our unifying theory, the 
linear unconstrained problem of simultaneous approximation of F when 
(i) F consists of a bounded set in s[u, b], and 
(ii) F consists of an upper semicontinuous real-valued functionf + and 
a lower semicontinuous function f -, with f + >f - pointwise over a com- 
pactum. 
Conditions under which the existence of the b.s.a. is guaranteed, have been 
given in [4, 7, 111. 
2 
Let X be a normed vector space and X* the real dual space of bounded 
linear functionals on X. We let B* denote the unit norm ball on X* with 
B * := {L E X*: ]]L I] < 1 }. There exists a unique smallest opology of open 
sets for X* generated by any nonempty set it4 c X such that all evaluation 
mappings .&X* + R given by 
i(L) = Lx for all x E M, are continuous on X*. 
In the sequel we shall assume that X* is endowed with such a o(M, X*) 
topology for some appropriate A4 c X, where A4 includes at least the set V. 
The description of continuous or upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) to any subset 
of X* is understood to relate to the open sets of o(M, X*). For example, 
g(L) defined on K c X*, is U.S.C. if for each real number r, {L E K: g(L) < r} 
is an open set that belongs to a(M, X*). We note that when M = X, the 
topology on X* is the weak * topology. Furthermore, since B* is weak * 
compact and A4 c X, we may deduce that B * is compact in the o(M, X*) 
topology. 
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Now assume that K is a subset of B* satisfying 
(1) K is ~(44, X*) compact. 
(2) For every fE F and tr E V, there exists a sequence (t } E K such 
that supLEK Ldf- v) = llf- u 11. 
We note, in particular, that by the Hahn-Banach Theorem there always 
exists an L E B* such that Lcf- u) = Ilf- ~11. In conditions (1) and (2) 
above, however, we do not impose on K that it must contain any such L. 
We define the following functions on K. For each v E V, v(L) := Lu, and 
uF(L) := SUPf~F Lf Then for each v E I’ we have 
Thus for u0 E I’, SUP,~~ Ilf- uO)( = inft,cV supfGF Ilf- VII if and only if 
The problem of finding u0 E V which best approximates F in the sense of 
(1) is thus the same as that of finding v0 E V which best approximates the 
function U,(L) in the sense of (2). We may think of V as both a subset of X 
and as a subset of the continuous real functions on K. 
It turns out to be more convenient to characterize u,, in terms of the 
“upper envelope” of U,(L) instead of U,(L) itself. 
For each L E K, let N(L) denote the collection (0) of all open 
neighborhoods in K of L. We may assume without loss of generality that 
N(L) is a local base in K of L. Then for a bounded real-valued function g 
defined on K, we define 
g + (L) := inf sup g(k), L E K. 
Remark 1. The function g’(e) is U.S.C. on K. 
ProoJ Let r be a given real number and L be an arbitrary member of K 
satisfying g’(L) < r. By the definition of g+(L), there exists an 0 E N(L) 
such that 
yg g(k) < g+(L) + (r -g’c(L))P. 
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Since 0 is a neighborhood of every k E 0, it follows that g+(k) ( I for all 
k E 0 or, equivalently, 0 is contained in (L E K: g’(L) < r}. Hence the 
result. 
We also note that since u is continuous on K, both u and --c are U.S.C. on 
K. 
Remark 2. There exists an L, E K such that 
ProoJ The proof follows from the fact that K is o(M,X*) compact and 
g+(-) is U.S.C. (see e.g., [IO, p. 1401). 
Remark 3. For each v E V and for each L E K 
Proof. Let h > 0 and L, E K. Choose N,, N, E N(L,) such that 
(1) g(L)-v(L)< [g(L,)-v(L,)]+ +h, for all LEN,, and 
(2) v(L) < v(L,) + h, for all L E N,. 
Then N,, := N, n N, E N(L,) and for all L E N,,, both conditions (1) and (2) 
are satisfied. Thus for all L E N,,, 
g(L) < [g&l) - 431+ + W,) + 2h. 
However, g+(L,) < sup{g(L): L E NoI. 
[g&d - GJI +* 
Hence g+&J - GJ) < 
To show that the inequality can be reversed, let h > 0 and N,, N, E N(L,) 
be chosen such that 
(1’) g(L)<g+(L,)+h,forallLEN,,and 
(2’) -v(L) < h - v(L,), for all L EN,. 
Then N, = N, n N, E N(L,) and for all L E N,,, both conditions (1’) and 
(2’) are satisfied. Thus for all L E N,, 
g(L) - v(L) < g+&J - v(L,) + 2h. 
We may take the supremum over all L E N,, of the left-hand side, and 
preserve the inequality. 
Hence 
[&o) - wJ)1+ G g+ KJ - Wd. 
This completes the proof. 
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Remark 4. supLEK g+(L) = supLEK g(L). 
Proof Clearly supLEK g(L) Q supLEK g+(L). 
On the other hand, let L, E K be chosen, as in Remark 2, such that 
g+w = SUPLEK g+ (L). For any h > 0, let L E K be chosen such that 
g(L) > g ’ (L,) - h. Then 
sup g(L)>gfL)= ;:; g+(L). 
LEK 
We conclude that for each u E V, U,‘(L) - u(L) is U.S.C. and further that 
;yfl [U,(L) - 4L)l = 2:; [U,(L) - w)l+ 
At this point, we have shown that 
if and only if 
That is to say, the original problem of approximating the set F is the same as 
that of approximating the U.S.C. function U:(L). 
3 
The theorems developed in this section will characterize u,, in terms of CJ>. 
THEOREM 1. Let K be an arbitrary compact Hausdorfl space, and g a 
real-valued upper semicontinuous function defined on K. Let V be a conuex 
subset of the continuous real-valued functions on K such that 
inf max[ g(L) - u(L)] > -c0. 
UEV LEK 
Let u, E V. Then 
E := y$g(l) - u,(L)1 = ify yy$g(l)- Wl (4) 
if and only iffor each u E V there exists an L E K such that 
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(i) g(L) - v(L) = E, and 
(ii) u(L) - u,(L) < 0. 
Proof. The proof uses a standard argument and is included for 
completeness. We show first that the conditions (i) and (ii) are necessary. 
The proof is by contraposition. 
Let S = {L EK:g(L)- v,(L) =E}. Since g(L) - v,(L) is u.s.c., S is 
nonempty and closed in K. Suppose that (i) and (ii) are not necessary. Then 
for some u E V 
inf [v(L) - v,(L)] = s > 0. 
LES 
Let W be the set of all L E K satisfying v(L) - u,(L) > s/2. Then W is an 
open set containing S. 
If we take any t, 0 < t < 1, then for all L E W 
g(L) - v,(L) - t(v - u,)(L) < E - ts/2. 
Hence supLER{ g(L) - [u,(L) + t(u - u,,)(L)]} <E - rs/2 < E. 
On the compact set K\W, g(L) - u,(L) is bounded away from E. Since 
is bounded on K\ W, there exists to > 0 such that for all t, 
sup 
L EK\W 
{g(L) - [u,(L) + t(u - u,)(L)1 t < E. 
Thus for all t E (0, min{ 1, to)) 
sup { g(L) - [u,(L) + t(u - o,)(L)1 t < E. 
LEK 
That is, (1 - r) u. + tu E V is a better approximation in the sense of (4) than 
uo* 
The argument that (i) and (ii) are sufficient is straightforward and is 
omitted. We note that we can replace g in Theorem 1 by Vi, and this we do 
in Sections 5 and 6. However, here we proceed to refine Theorem 1 by first 
deriving a significant property of the function U:. 
LEMMA 1. U,+ is a convex function on K. 
ProoJ Let L , , L, E K and N1 be an open neighborhood in K of L, for 
i=1,2.Foranyk,E:N,,k,EN,andtE[O,l],tN,+(l--)k,isanopen 
neighborhood of tk, + (1 - t) k, that is contained in tN, + (1 - t) N,. Hence 
fN, + (1 - t) N, is an open neighborhood of tL, + (1 - t) L,. Thus 
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< LEtN~zLt,N* uAL) 
= sup U&k, + (1 - 0 k2) kl ENI,kzEN2 
< f sup UF(k,) + (1 - 0 ;sf: UF(M. 
kleNl 2 2 
Taking the infimum over N, E N(L,) and N, E N(L,) yields 
v,‘(fL,+(l-t)L,)~tU,+(L,)+(l -t)UF+(L*). 
Now for any set A, let ext(A) denote the set of extreme points of A. That 
is, a E ext(A) if and only if Q cannot be expressed as a strict convex 
combination of any other points in A. We derive: 
LEMMA 2. Let E := maxLEK [G(L) - dL)l and let A(u,) := 
{L E K: U,‘(L) - v,(L) = E}. Then ext(A(v,)) = ext(K)nA(v,). 
ProoJ We show that ext(A(u,)) c ext(K) n A (0,) since inclusion the 
other way follows by definition of ext(A(u,)). 
Suppose L E A(u,) and L & ext(K). Then L = tL, + (1 - t) L, for some 
L,,L,EKandtE(O,l).ByLemmal, 
E= U,+(L) - b(L) G WF+(Lt) - ~,(L,)l + (1 - O[G(LJ - 43Wl. 
However, Ui(L,) - v,(L,) <E for i = 1,2 and so we must have equality 
holding. Hence Li E A(u,). Consequently, L & ext(A(u,)) from which the 
result follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let u,, E V and E = supfsF Ilf- uOll. Then u0 is a b.s.a. if 
and only iffor each u E V there exists an L E ext(K) such that 
(1) U,‘(L) - u,(L) = E, and 
(2) L(u - uO) < 0. 
ProoJ: As in [ 1, Lemma 21, we have that 
min L(u - uO) < 0 
LEA(VO) 
if and only if min LEeXt(A(VO)) L(u - uo) ( 0. 
Now apply this and Lemma 2 above and Theorem 1 yields Theorem 2. 
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4 
In [8], the subset F was assumed to be norm-compact in X. Under this 
assumption, Theorem 2 can be “improved.” The following remarks are made 
for this purpose. 
Remark 5. If F is a norm-compact subset of 1, and h > 0, then there 
exists a finite number of elements of F, fi ,...,f, such that for every fE F, 
mini Ilf-fil[ < h. Now let fE F and fj E {f,,...,f,} be chosen such that 
IIf-4 11 < h. Let L E K’, an arbitrary nonempty subset of B *. Then 
Lf = Uf-&I + Lfi < IIL II IV-&II + my Lfi 
<h+mrxLf,. 
Thus supfEF Lf - maxi Lf, < h and hence for any h > 0 
O< U,(L)-maxLf, < h for all L E K i 
which is the main observation of this remark. 
Remark 6. If F is norm-compact, then U,(L) is continuous on any 
nonempty subset K’ of B*. Consequently, U,‘(L) = U,(L) independently of 
the subset K used to define U,‘(L). 
Proof. Let L, E K’ and h > 0. We show that there exists a neighborhood 
N,, of L,, in K’, such that 1 U,(L) - U,(L,)j < h for all L E N,. Let f, ,...,f, 
be elements of F such that for all f E F, mini IIf -AlI < h/3. Let 
N,:={LEK’:ILfi-LoJ;:I<h/3,1(i~n}. 
We can show that 1 maxi LA - maxi L,J;:} < h/3 for L E IV,. For let 
maxi Lfi = Lfj and maxi Lofi = Lofk. Then 
m;x U - my &f, = Uj - Lofk 
= Lf/ - L,.tJ + ILo& - LOfkl 
< Lf/ - L,J; c 0, 
where we have used the fact that the term in brackets is non-positive. On the 
other hand, 
my% - my Lofi = [Lfi - LfJ + Lfk - Lofk 
Z Lfk - Lofk > -h/3, 
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where we have used the fact that the term in brackets is nonnegative. Thus if 
LEN,, 
where we have used the main observation of Remark 5. 
Remark 7. If F is norm-compact, then for every L E B* there exists 
fE F such that U,(L) = LJ 
The proof is a straightforward consequence of L being a norm-continuous 
functional. 
THEOREM 3. Let F be a norm-compact subset of X and V a convex 
subset of X. Zf v, E V and E = suprsF Ilf- vOll then vO is a b.s.a. to F if and 
only iffor each v E V there exists an L E ext(B*) and an f E F such that 
(1) Ldf- v,,) = E, and 
(2) L(v - vO) Q 0. 
Proof. Let K = B* and L E K. Then through Remark 6, we can replace 
U:(L) in Theorem 2 with U,(L), and through Remark 7, we can replace 
U,(L) with Lf for some f E F. 
Some specific applications of Theorem 3 are considered in [8]. However, 
for the wider implications of a generalized “alternation” theorem, de la 
Vallee-Poussin theorem and strong unicity result, see [ 1, Theorem 4.3 et 
seq.]. 
5 
For Q a compact Hausdorff space with the usual topology of open sets, 
we take X = S(Q), the space of bounded real-valued functions together with 
the uniform norm, and V = P, a linear subspace of C(Q) c S(Q). F shall be 
a bounded subset of S(Q). We endow the dual space [S(Q)]* with the 
topology of open sets generated by M = C(Q). We define, using open 
neighborhoods in Q, 
F+ (4) := ‘zrf @)I+ and J'-(q) := (j$fW,-3 sEQ 
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where the superscript “+” has been defined above and the superscript “-” is 
defined as follows: For h(q) a bounded real-valued function on Q, 
h-(q) := sup inf h(q’), qE Q, 
NEN(q) q’EN 
where N(q) denotes the collection {N} of all open neighborhoods of q in Q. 
We observe that -h-(q) = (-h(q))+, q E Q. 
Now for each q E Q, we define the point evaluation functional L, by 
L,xrx(q) for all xE S(Q). We let H+(Q) := {L,: q E Q}, H-(Q) := 
(-L,: q E Q) and Ho(Q) := H+(Q) U H-(Q). In the sequel we assume that 
K = Ho(Q). Note that conditions (1) and (2) of Section 2 defining K are met. 
Remark 8. ext(B*) c H”(Q)c B*. The proof is as given in [5, V.8.6, 
p. 44 1] with minor modification. 
Now for u = +, - or 0, and q an arbitrary element of Q, let N”(L,) be the 
collection {N”} of all basic neighborhoods of L, in H”(Q). Recall that N” 
will be a set of the form (L E Z-Z”(Q): I(L - L,)xl < E for x E 8; 0 some 
finite subset of M and E > 0). 
Remark 9. 
inf sup U,(L) = F+(q), 
N+cN+(L.J LEN+ 
sup inf U,(L) = F-(q). 
N-EN-(LJ LEN- 
ProoJ 
For u = + or -, the mapping q 4 aL, is a one-to-one homeomorphism of Q 
onto H”(Q), which is also a(M, X) compact, as shown in [5, V.8.7, p. 4421. 
Hence the result. 
Remark 10. 
G(L,) =F+(q), 
U; C-L,) = -F- (41, 
q E Q. 
q E Q. 
Proof. First take a q E Q, and let B” E N’(L,). Then there exists a 
corresponding basic neighborhood B+ E N+(L,) with L, E B+ c B”. Now 
suppose B + E Nt (L,) and let B” be the corresponding basic neighborhood 
in NO@.,). Let h > 0 and define Jo E C(Q) by f, s h on Q. Define B’ := 
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{L E H”(Q): ILfo - L,fol < h) E N’(L,). Since 1 -L4,fo -&Jo] = 2h > h, 
for all q’ E Q, we have that -L,, 65 B’, q’ E Q. Hence B’ c H+(Q). Now set 
N”=B’nBo. NoEN’ and L,EN’cB+. It may be that N’=(L,}. 
Thus for each q E Q and each A’+ E N+ (LJ, U,‘(L,) < supLEN+ U,(L). 
Hence 
From Remark 9, 17: (L,) = F+(q) and similarly for the second result. 
Theorem 1 now becomes: 
THEOREM 4. Let Q be a compact Hausdorg space, F a bounded subset 
ofS(Q) and P a subspace ofC(Q). Letp, E P and E = supfsF Ilf--poll. Then 
p. is a b.s.a. if and only if for each p E P there exists a q E Q such that 
either 
0) Ft (4) --PO(q) = E and p(q) < 0, or 
(ii) PO(q) -F-(q) = E and p(q) > 0. 
A version of this theorem is given in [4]. 
6 
We now show how the following very special problem, which has 
appeared in [6] and [9] in connection with simultaneous approximation 
theory, can be treated within our framework. With X, P and Q defined as in 
Section 5, let f+(q) and f-(q) be, respectively, bounded upper and lower 
semicontinuous real-valued functions on Q. We seek to characterize p. E P 
which minimizes the expression 
mWypx[f + (4) -pW, ~$p(q) -f-W I. 
Remark 11. If f ’ (q) > f - (q), q E Q, then the expression we are seeking 
to minimize is equivalent o 
maxbpy If+(q) --P(dl, of; If-W --PW. 
Note that this equivalence can be used to simplify the expression in 
[ 3, Theorem 21. 
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Remark 12. With [S(Q)j *, B* and H”(Q) defined as in Section 5, and 
K = Ho(Q) we define U on H”(Q) by 
wL,)=f+(d; W-L,) = -f-(q), 4 E a 
Then U is an upper semicontinuous function on Ho(Q). 
Prooj As in Remark 10, 
U+ (L,) ,< inf sup U(L) < u+ (L,). 
N+eN+(L,) LEN+ 
But the center term, as in Remark 9, isf+ (q). 
Hence 
u+ (L,) = U&), qEQ 
and similarly 
u+ (-L,) = U(-L,), qE Q. 
Thus Ut = U on H”(Q). Hence the result. 
Remark 13. 
max(~g[f+(q) --P(q)l, Tf;[P(s) -f-(4)1 I 
= maxQ$W,) -P&J, y$W-LJ --PW,)lI 
= L~Hlg-Q) [U(L) -P&)1* 
Theorem 1 now takes the following form: 
THEOREM 6. Let Q be a compact Hausdorflspace, f ’ and -f - be two 
bounded upper semicontinuous functions on Q and P a linear subspace of 
C(Q) with p. E P. Then 
E := maxl~f;[f+(s) -po(q)lv ~g[po(s) -f-(q)]} 
if and only iffor each p E P there exists q E Q such that either 
6) f ’ (4) --PO(q) = E and p(q) < 0; or 
6) PO(q) -f-h) = E and p(q) Z 0. 
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